. Lowest excited Au states accessible by UV-irradiation. Relative MS-CASPT2 energy (eV), wavelength (nm), oscillator strength (f), dominant components of the wavefunction, and Mulliken spin density on Cu atom (Cu ) evaluated from the natural MOs for each root. Table S2 . Total spin density (Mulliken spin population analysis) on the Ag ground state (state #0) and Au excited states resulting from the CASPT2 and MS-CASPT2(9/9) calculations, respectively. Table S3 . Relative energy and associated wavelength of the d→ d states at SA-CASSCF(13e/7MO) (average of the five 3d states) and MS-CASPT2 levels. Table S4 . Relative MS-CASPT2(17e/14MO) energy (eV), wavelength (nm), oscillator strength (f), and dominant component of the wavefunction, evaluated from the natural MOs for each root Figure S1 . Active orbitals employed in the test CASSCF/CASPT2(17e/14MO) calculations of the ground and excited doublet states of the [Cu(dmit)2] -2 complex. Table S4 . Relative MS-CASPT2(17e/14MO) energy (eV), wavelength (nm), oscillator strength (f), and dominant component of the wavefunction, evaluated from the natural MOs for each root. Remaining doublet states have been not included because they have negligible oscillator strength. The determinants are written following the order |3dxz3dxy3dx2-y23dz23dyz(CC-CC)(CC+CC) (Sm-Sm)(1-1) 4dx2-y24dxy4dz24dyz 4dxz| and are represented in Figure S1 . 
